
humanized mice (fig. S9). The frequency of HIV-
1YU2–infected cells before treatment was compa-
rable in all groups of mice (fig. S10). As expected,
mice treated with the Fc mutant antibody GRLR-
3BNC117, which neutralizes HIV-1 but does not
interact with effector cells, had lower frequencies
of infected cells compared with isotype-treated
controls (P = 0.0219) (Fig. 3D). However, mice
treated with wild-type 3BNC117, which can me-
diate ADCC and ADCP, had substantially fewer
infected cells compared with mice treated with
GRLR-3BNC117 (P = 0.0167) (Fig. 3D). These data
suggest that 3BNC117 can accelerate clearance
of HIV-1YU2–infected cells in the context of chronic
viral infection.
In contrast to ART, antibodies have the po-

tential to engage host immune cells in defense
against the virus. They do so by binding to cell-
free virions, which accelerates clearance and pre-
vents their entry into target cells. Antibodies
can also bind to HIV-1 Env on the surface of
infected cells to induce ADCC or phagocytosis.
Finally, immune complexes can activate antigen-
presenting dendritic cells to elicit adaptive im-
mune responses (19).
Both neutralizing and non-neutralizing anti-

bodies support anti–HIV-1 ADCC activity in vitro
(5, 21), and Fc receptor binding is essential for
optimal protection, postexposure prophylaxis, and
therapy by bNAbs in animalmodels (17, 18, 22–24).
Moreover, ADCC has been indirectly associated
with both control of and protection against in-
fection (15, 25–28). However, the rapid death of
HIV-1–infected cells has made it difficult to
establish that antibodies can accelerate the clear-
ance of infected cells in vivo. Our mathematical
analysis of patientdata, and theantibody-mediated
reduction in infected cells seen in adoptive trans-
fer experiments, establish that bNAbs alter the
half-life of infected cells. This observation may
help explain why postexposure prophylaxis with
bNAbs ismore effective thanART in hu-mice (23).
Experiments with human cells in mice cannot

fully recapitulate the human host; nevertheless,
these experiments establish that antibodies can
accelerate clearance of infected cells in vivo and
do so by an FcgR-dependentmechanism. The find-
ing that antibodies can clear infected cells in vivo
has important implications for therapies aimed
at HIV prevention and viral reservoir reduction
or elimination.
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DYNAMIC CYTOSKELETON

Accelerated actin filament
polymerization from microtubule
plus ends
Jessica L. Henty-Ridilla, Aneliya Rankova, Julian A. Eskin,
Katelyn Kenny, Bruce L. Goode*

Microtubules (MTs) govern actin network remodeling in a wide range of biological processes,
yet the mechanisms underlying this cytoskeletal cross-talk have remained obscure. We used
single-molecule fluorescence microscopy to show that the MTplus-end–associated protein
CLIP-170 binds tightly to formins to accelerate actin filament elongation. Furthermore, we
observed mDia1 dimers and CLIP-170 dimers cotracking growing filament ends for several
minutes. CLIP-170–mDia1 complexes promoted actin polymerization ~18 times faster than
free–barbed-end growth while simultaneously enhancing protection from capping proteins.We
used a MT-actin dynamics co-reconstitution system to observe CLIP-170–mDia1 complexes
being recruited to growing MT ends by EB1. The complexes triggered rapid growth of actin
filaments that remained attached to the MTsurface.These activities of CLIP-170 were required
in primary neurons for normal dendritic morphology. Thus, our results reveal a cellular
mechanism whereby growing MTplus ends direct rapid actin assembly.

T
ight coordination between the microtubule
(MT) and actin cytoskeletons is required for
fundamental processes such as directed cell
migration, neuronal arborization, and phago-
cytosis (1–3). In many of these settings, the

growth of MT plus ends into actin-rich cortical
regions triggers changes in actin assembly–based

functions (4, 5). In plant cells, after washout of
the actin depolymerizing drug latrunculin B, new
actin polymerization occurs from MT plus ends
(6). In fission yeast, MT plus ends direct formin-
mediated actin cable assembly during “new end
take off” (7, 8). In other systems, MT plus ends
play an instrumental role in steering actin-based
motility of neuronal growth cones during neu-
rite outgrowth and axonal guidance (9–11). Thus,
it has long been hypothesized that molecular
cues associated with MT plus ends directly govern
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localized actin assembly; however, no such mech-
anism has been defined.
Formins directly stimulate both the nuclea-

tion and elongation phases of actin filament
assembly, and they perform essential roles in con-
structing diverse cellular actin structures, including
actin cables, stress fibers, filopodia, phagocytic
cups, and cytokinetic rings (3). The dimeric formin
homology 2 (FH2) domain nucleates actin fila-
ments and remains processively attached to their
growing barbed ends as they elongate, whereas
the adjacent FH1 domains recruit profilin-bound
actin monomers to accelerate elongation (12, 13).
The mammalian formin mDia1 supports one of
the fastest known rates of actin filament elon-
gation, at 55 subunits s−1 mM−1 (13).
CLIP-170 localizes to MT plus ends in cells via

interactions with the MT end-binding protein
EB1 but also localizes to actin-rich cortical zones
(5, 14–19). In addition, CLIP-170 binds and co-
localizes with mDia1 in macrophages, where both
proteins are required for phagocytosis (5), sug-
gesting that their in vivo functions are tied to-
gether. The budding yeast protein Smy1 directly
inhibits the yeast formin Bnr1, targeting its FH2
domain (20) via formin elongation effector domain

(FEED) motifs (21). We discovered a FEED-like
sequence in human CLIP-170, located in its central
coiled-coil–rich region (Fig. 1A and fig. S1A). Thus,
we purified full-length human CLIP-170 and used
total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) micros-
copy to test its possible effects on mDia1-mediated
actin assembly.
Mammalian CLIP-170 is expressed as three al-

ternatively spliced isoforms (CLIP-170-1, CLIP-170-2,
and CLIP-170-3) (fig. S1A). All splicing occurs in
a specific region of CLIP-170 [amino acids (aa) 457
to 502], and the FEED motif, which is present in
all three isoforms, borders the spliced region (fig.
S1A). We purified all three isoforms of CLIP-170
as full-length proteins and tested their effects on
mDia1 (FH1-FH2-tail)–mediated actin assembly.
The CLIP-170 isoforms had no effect on actin as-
sembly alone, but each one substantially accelerated
the rate of mDia1-mediated actin filament elonga-
tion (Fig. 1, B to E; fig. S1, B to E; and movies S1
and S2). In constrast, these isoforms showed
statistically insignificant effects on formin-mediated
actin nucleation (fig. S1F). A closer examination of
the distribution of filament elongation rates in
reactions containing both mDia1 and CLIP-170
revealed three subpopulations with distinct rates

(Fig. 1E and movie S2). The slowest had a mean
elongation rate of 10.1 ± 1.3 (SE) subunits s−1 mM−1,
similar to the rate of free–barbed-end growth (22).
The second subpopulation had a faster rate of 58.8 ±
8.8 subunits s−1 mM−1, similar to filament elon-
gation mediated by mDia1 alone (Fig. 1E and movie
S2). The third was substantially accelerated, elon-
gating at 179.1 ± 39.1 subunits s−1 mM−1, or ~18 times
faster than free–barbed-end growth in the absence
of formins. This accelerated elongation occurred
exclusively in reactions containing mDia1 and
CLIP-170 and was observed at different actin con-
centrations (fig. S2). The fraction of filaments in
the reaction undergoing accelerated elongation
scaled with increasing concentrations of CLIP-170
(Fig. 1E). Because 25 nM CLIP-170 supported the
strongest effects, this concentration was used for
all further tests. CLIP-170 also increased the elon-
gation rates of filaments assembled by four other
formins (mDia2, Daam1, INF1, and INF2) (Fig. 1F
and fig. S3). Thus, the regulatory effects of CLIP-
170 extend to multiple formins, not just mDia1.
Accelerated elongation required profilin and the

FH1 and FH2 domains of mDia1 (Fig. 1G). These
are precisely the same requirements for mDia1-
accelerated elongation without CLIP-170 (Fig. 1G)

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 20 MAY 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6288 1005

Fig. 1. CLIP-170 accelerates formin-mediated actin filament elongation.
(A) CLIP-170domains. F, FEEDsequence;MBD,metal-bindingdomain. (B) Images
from TIRF assays containing 50 pMmDia1 and/or 25 nM CLIP-170-1, taken 215 s
after initiation of actin assembly. Scale bar, 20 mm. (C) Kinetics of total actin
polymer mass (fluorescence intensity) accumulation averaged from multiple
(n≥ 3) fields of view. Linear fits plottedwith 95%confidence intervals are shown
as shaded areas. AU, arbitrary units;OG-actin,OregonGreenactin. (D) Represent-
ative filament length traces (10 per condition) from TIRFmovies. (E) Distribu-
tions of elongation rates fromTIRFreactions, as in (B), for different concentrations
ofCLIP-170-1. Distributions are shown fromone of three independent experiments
(n = 50 filaments each). The red bars show mean elongation rates for sub-
populations, measured from all filaments in three separate experiments (n =
150 filaments). (F) Fold increase in mean formin-mediated elongation rate

stimulated by 25 nMCLIP-170-1. Error bars indicate SE. (G)Mean elongation rates
fromTIRFreactions containing differentmDia1 constructswith orwithout profilin.
(H)CLIP-170-1 constructs that enhance (+)or fail to enhance (–) the rateofmDia1-
mediated elongation. FL, full length; F, FEED sequence; teal box, alternatively
spliced region; red dots, FEED1 [445VEEE/AAAA448 (V, Val; E, Glu; A, Ala)] and
FEED2 [450ITKGDLE/AAAAAAA456 (I, Ile; T, Thr; K, Lys; G, Gly; D, Asp; L, Leu)]
mutants. (I) Distributions of elongation rates measured as in (E) for different
CLIP-170-1 constructs. Reactions contained 1 mM globular actin (G-actin) (10%
OG-labeled; 0.2% biotin-actin), ± 5 mM profilin, ± 50 pMmDia1, 50 pM mDia2,
50 pM Daam1, 100 nM INF1 or 100 nM INF2, ± 25 nM full-length CLIP-170-1 (WT,
FEED1mutant, or FEED2mutant). Statistical differences in (E), (G), and (I): ns, not
significantlydifferent fromcontrol; a, comparedwith control (actin andprofilin) (P<
0.05); b, compared with formin control (actin, profilin, and formin) (P < 0.05).
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(13, 23). Thus, CLIP-170 may be functioning by
further improving the mechanism of elongation
that is already used by formins. We mapped the
activities in CLIP-170 to specific domains (Fig. 1,
H and I). Because all three CLIP-170 isoforms had
similar effects on mDia1, we mapped activities in
the longest isoform, CLIP-170-1. All CLIP-170-1 frag-
ments containing the FEED sequence supported
accelerated elongation, and a short fragment (aa
348 to 460) encompassing the FEED sequence was
sufficient, whereas the N-terminal MT- and EB1-
binding region (aa 1 to 347) (15) was dispensable.
Next, we generated two mutant alleles (alanine
substitutions) in the FEED sequence of full-length
CLIP-170-1 (fig. S1A). The FEED1mutant abolished
accelerated elongation, and the FEED2 mutant
reduced the rate of accelerated elongation (Fig. 1I).
Thus, CLIP-170–mediated effects on mDia1 are
FEED-dependent.
A number of possible mechanisms could ex-

plain the effects of CLIP-170 on mDia1, including
formation of stable or transient CLIP-170–mDia1
complexes at growing barbed ends of filaments.
To address this, we used multiwavelength single-

molecule TIRF microscopy to directly observe flu-
orescently labeled SNAP-tagged CLIP-170-1 and
mDia1 molecules interacting with actin filaments
during their assembly. 649-mDia1 and untagged
mDia1 are dimeric and have indistinguishable ac-
tivities (24). Step photobleaching analysis showed
that 549-CLIP-170-1 molecules were also predomi-
nantly dimers (fig. S4), as expected (15). 649-mDia1
molecules processively tracked the barbed ends of
filaments (Fig. 2A andmovie S3, left panel) (24), and
549-CLIP-170-1 showed rare interactions with fila-
ments. However, in reactions containing both 649-
mDia1 and 549-CLIP-170-1, these proteins tracked
the growing barbed end together (Fig. 2, A to E,
and movie S3, right panel). 549-CLIP-170-1 and
untagged CLIP-170-1 stimulated indistinguishable
rates of formin-dependent accelerated elongation
(Fig. 2B).
Accelerated elongation occurred only when 649-

mDia1 and 549-CLIP-170-1 were observed together
at the barbed end (300 out of 300 events) (Fig. 2,
B to E, and movie S4). In our 3-min observation
window, CLIP-170–dissociation events were rare
(only 2 out of 100 barbed ends tracked), which

suggests that CLIP-170-1–mDia1 barbed-end track-
ing complexes are long-lived and highly proces-
sive. In a few instances, we observed formation
and dissolution of the mDia1–CLIP-170 complex
(Fig. 2, D and E). The filament shown initially
grew at the free–barbed-end rate (with no mDia1
or CLIP-170-1 associated); upon association of
649-mDia1, growth transitioned to a faster rate;
and, subsequently, when 549-CLIP-170-1 joined
the formin on the barbed end, growth immedi-
ately jumped to the further-enhanced rate. After
several minutes, 549-CLIP-170-1 dissociated, and
growth fell back to the mDia1-supported rate.
When 649-mDia1 dissociated, growth returned
to the free–barbed-end rate. Thus, when CLIP-170
joins mDia1 at the filament end, it forms a proces-
sive barbed-end tracking complex that enhances
elongation. Single-molecule experiments also showed
that CLIP-170-1 binds anchored mDia1, even in the
absence of actin, and that binding is competitively
displaced by an excess CLIP-170-1 fragment (aa
348 to 460) (Fig. 2F).
A hallmark of formins is their ability to pro-

tect growing barbed ends from capping protein

1006 20 MAY 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6288 sciencemag.org SCIENCE

Fig. 2. CLIP-170 and mDia1 form a barbed-end tracking complex that accelerates actin filament
elongation. (A) Representative time points from a single-molecule TIRF experiment. Reactions contained
1 mM G-actin (10% OG-labeled; 0.2% biotin-actin), 50 pM 649-mDia1, and 25 nM 549-CLIP-170-1. A barbed
end is highlighted in each frame (boxed),with insets at bottom right showing individual andmerged channels.
Arrowheads show two additional growing barbed ends with 649-mDia1 and 549-CLIP-170-1 associated. Scale
bar, 10 mm. Insets, 5 mm by 5 mm. (B) Effects of 25 nM CLIP-170-1 or 549-CLIP-170-1 on the rate of mDia1-mediated actin filament elongation. Reactions were as
described in (A). Statistical differences: ns, not significantly different from control; a, compared with control (actin and profilin) (P < 0.05); b, compared with formin
control (actin, profilin, and formin) (P < 0.05). (C) Formation and dissociation of a CLIP-170–mDia1 complex at a barbed end. (D) Fluorescence intensity profiles for
each channel, showing formation and dissociation of the CLIP-170–mDia1 complex in (C). (E) Elongation rates correlate with arrival and dissociation of mDia1 and/or
CLIP-170 at the barbed end. (F) Single-molecule colocalization of anchored 649-mDia1 and soluble full-length 549-CLIP-170-1 at different concentrations of unlabeled
competitor fragment CLIP-170-1348-460. Data were averaged from three fields of view in each of three independent experiments. Error bars indicate SE.The inset shows a
representative field of view from a reaction with no competitor. Scale bar, 5 mm. (G) Representative filament traces from TIRFmovies, conditions as in (A) except for the
addition of 3 nMCP.Capping events (red arrowheads) and regrowth events (black arrowheads) are highlighted. (H) CLIP-170-1 enhances the duration ofmDia1-mediated
elongation in the presence of CP. Error bars indicate SE. (I) Cartoon of CLIP-170 joining mDia1 at the barbed end and increasing the rate of elongation and duration of
growth in the presence of CP.
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(CP) (25–27). To test whether CLIP-170 influences
this function of mDia1 (26, 28), we spiked in dif-
ferent concentrations of CP early in bulk assays.

CP slowed mDia1-mediated actin assembly in a
dose-dependent manner (fig. S5A). These results
are consistent with recent studies showing that

CP and mDia1 can simultaneously interact with
barbed ends and each catalyze dissociation of the
other (29, 30). CLIP-170-1 attenuated the effects

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 20 MAY 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6288 1007

Fig. 3. CLIP-170–mDia1 complexes are recruited to MTplus ends by EB1
and stimulate actin polymerization from the MTsurface. (A) TIRF movies
show that 549-CLIP-170-1 binds MTsides and tracks MTplus ends only in the
presence of EB1 (17). 488-mDia1 bindsMTsides,with or without EB1, and does
not track MTplus ends. Yellow arrowheads indicate CLIP-170 molecules; blue
arrowheads indicate mDia1 molecules. (B and C) 549-CLIP-170-1 and 488-
mDia1 colocalize onMTsides (B) and trackMTplus ends together specifically in
the presence of EB1 (C).White arrowheads indicate the presence of both CLIP-
170 and mDia1 on MTplus ends. Scale bars, 5 mm. Reactions in (A) to (C) con-
tain 15 mM tubulin (30% AlexaFluor649-labeled), biotinylated guanosine
monophosphate–CPPMTseeds, and variable components (25 nM549-CLIP-
170-1, 100pM488-mDia1, and500nMEB1). (D) Percentageofmolecules tracking
MTplus ends from reactions in (A) to (C). Data were averaged from three experi-
ments (n> 100molecules). Statistical differences: ns, not different fromcontrol; a,
comparedwithCLIP-170-1 (P<0.05); b,comparedwithmDia1 (P<0.05). (E) Co-
reconstitution ofMTs undergoing dynamic instability and polymerizationofactin

filaments. Reactions contained all of the same components as in (A) to (C), plus
1mMG-actin (10%OG-labeled;0.2%biotin-actin)and5mMprofilin. Scale bar, 5 mm.
(F) Kymographs ofMTand actin dynamics. Scale bars, 5 mm. (G) The rate of actin
filament elongation does not change significantly in the presence and absence of
MTs.Datawereaveraged fromthreeexperiments (n=50actin filaments). (H) With
the addition of unlabeled EB1 andmDia1, 549-CLIP-170-1 molecules (yellow arrow-
heads) were recruited to MTplus ends, where they triggered assembly of actin
filaments that grew at the accelerated rate. Scale bar, 5 mm. (I) Similar observa-
tions as in (H), except using 549-mDia1 and unlabeled CLIP-170-1. Note that, in
this panel, the yellow arrowheads indicate 549-mDia1 (rather than CLIP-170).
Scale bar, 5 mm. (J) Fraction of formin-generated actin filaments that grew from
MTplus ends in reactions as in (H) and (I). Data were from three experiments (n=
50 filamentspercondition). (K)Actin elongation rates fromreactionsas in (H) and
(I). Data were from three experiments (n = 50 filaments per condition). Statistical
differences: ns, notdifferent fromcontrol; a, comparedwithactin aloneorcontrol (P<
0.05); b, compared with EB1 control (P < 0.05). Error bars in (D) and (G) to (K), SE.
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of CP on mDia1 in these assays (fig. S5B). In TIRF
microscopy assays, CLIP-170-1 increased the aver-
age elongation rate of mDia1-nucleated filaments
in the presence of CP (fig. S5C). Similar effects
were observed for each CLIP-170-1 construct that
supported accelerated elongation (fig. S5D). CLIP-
170-1 also increased the duration of accelerated
growth in the presence of CP (Fig. 2, G and H,
and fig. S5C) by up to a factor of 4. CP effects were
sometimes reversed, as indicated by an abrupt
return to growth at mDia1-supported rates, but
these events were rare (n < 10 occurrences for
each condition out of 300 capping events ana-
lyzed). On the other hand, CLIP-170 did not sig-
nificantly affect the average duration of capping
before growth resumed (fig. S5E). Thus, not only
does CLIP-170 increase the rate of mDia1-mediated
actin filament elongation by a factor of 3 to 4, it
also prompts a fourfold increase in growth du-
ration in the presence of CP (Fig. 2I).
CLIP-170 and mDia1 each bind MTs and EB1

(17, 31–34). We thus investigated CLIP-170 and
mDia1 interactions, alone and together, with dy-
namic MTs in the presence and absence of EB1
(Fig. 3A). 549-CLIP-170-1 interacted with MT sides

and was recruited to growing MT ends by EB1
(Fig. 3A; fig. S6, A and B; and movie S5), as ex-
pected (17). 488-mDia1 bound to MT sides, both
in the presence and absence of EB1, but was not
recruited to MT ends (Fig. 3A; fig. S6, C and D;
and movie S6). In the absence of EB1, 488-mDia1
colocalized with 549-CLIP-170-1 on MT sides (Fig.
3B andmovie S6). However, in the presence of both
EB1 and 549-CLIP-170-1, 488-mDia1 was recruited
to the MT plus ends (Fig. 3C and movie S6).
These observations demonstrate a hierarchal re-
cruitment scheme wherein EB1 recruits CLIP-170,
which recruits mDia1 to growing MT ends.
We developed a co-reconstitution TIRF system

that enabled imaging of MTs undergoing dynamic
instability and actin filaments polymerizing simul-
taneously (Fig. 3, E to G, and movie S7). In the
presence of EB1, CLIP-170, and mDia1 (but not in
reactions lacking any of these components), we
observed coordination of growing MT ends with
formation of rapidly polymerizing actin filaments.
With unlabeled EB1 and mDia1, 549-CLIP-170-
1 molecules were dynamically recruited to growing
MT plus ends, where they triggered formation of
actin filaments that polymerized from the MT

surface (Fig. 3H and movie S8). Similar observa-
tions were made with unlabeled EB1, unlabeled
CLIP-170-1, and 549-mDia1 (Fig. 3I and movie S9).
About half of the actin filaments assembled by
mDia1 originated from MT plus ends (Fig. 3J); in
each case, 549-CLIP-170-1 or 549-mDia1 tracked
the growing barbed ends, which polymerized at
the accelerated rate away from the MT (Fig. 3K).
Actin filament pointed ends remained attached to
the MT surface for 45 ± 10.3 s, on average, until
they spontaneously detached or were released by
a MT catastrophe event.
To test the importance of these activities in a

more physiological setting, we used a short hair-
pin RNA (shCLIP-170) to interfere with expression
of all three CLIP-170 isoforms in rat primary cortical
neurons (Fig. 4, A and B). Dendritic elaboration
in these neurons depends on tight coordination
between theMT and actin cytoskeletons (11, 16, 35).
Depletion of CLIP-170 (validated in N2A cells;
fig. S7) led to markedly reduced complexity of
neuronal processes, as previously reported (16).
This phenotype was rescued by a full-length wild-
type (WT) CLIP-170-1 construct resistant to silencing
(Fig. 4, A and B), but not the FEED1 mutant (Fig. 4,
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Fig. 4. CLIP-170 interactions with formins promote dendritic branching in primary neurons.
(A) Representative images from rat cortical neurons (at 4 or 5 days in vitro) cotransfected with
cytomegalovirus promoter–green fluorescent protein (GFP) and pSUPER control or short hairpin RNA
(shRNA) against CLIP-170 (shCLIP-170) (16),with or without plasmids expressing shRNA-resistant full-
length CLIP-170-1 rescue (WTor FEED1mutant). Scale bar, 5 mm. (B) Quantification of dendritic branching
complexity by Sholl analysis (n = 90 to 120 neurons, from two or more independent experiments).
Statistical differences: ns, not significantlydifferent fromcontrol; a, comparedwith scramble shRNAcontrol (P<0.05).Therewasnevera significant differencebetween
the FEED1 rescue and the shCLIP-170 knockdown alone. Error bars indicate SE. (C) Representative images from rat cortical neurons, as in (A), expressing full-length
CLIP-170-1 (WTor FEED1mutant) without silencing endogenous CLIP-170. Scale bar, 5 mm. (D) Quantification of dendritic branching complexity by Sholl analysis as in
(B), except data are fromn=60neurons in two independent experiments. Statistical differences: ns, not significantlydifferent fromcontrol; a, comparedwith scramble
shRNA control (P < 0.05). Error bars indicate SE. (E) Localization of mCherry–CLIP-170-1 (WTor FEED1mutant) rescue constructs in N2A cells in which endogenous
CLIP-170was silenced.Scale bars, 10 mm. (F) Quantification ofmCherry–CLIP-170-1 colocalizationwith EB1-GFPatMTplus ends fromcells as in (E). Error bars indicate
SD. (G) Quantitative tracking of mCherry–CLIP-170-1 (WTor FEED1 mutant) comets on growing MTplus ends. Analysis included comet velocity (or MTgrowth rate),
comet lifetime (MTgrowth duration), and comet “dynamicity” [a general readout of MTdynamics (37)]. Error bars indicate SD.
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A and B). Conversely, increased expression of
WT CLIP-170-1 over endogenous CLIP-170 led to
elevated dendritic complexity, as previously shown
(16), whereas expression of mutant CLIP-170-1 did
not (Fig. 4, C and D). In N2A cells, WT and FEED1
mutant CLIP-170-1 were expressed at similar levels
(fig. S7). Live imaging showed that they localized
to MT plus ends similarly (Fig. 4, E and F; fig. S8,
A to C; and movie S10) and that the mutant did
not alter MT dynamics (Fig. 4G; fig. S8, D and E;
and movies S10 and S11). Thus, CLIP-170 inter-
actions with formins play an important role in co-
ordinating MT and actin dynamics to regulate
neuronal process formation.
Here we have shown that CLIP-170 interacts

tightly with formins to substantially increase both
the rate of actin filament elongation and the du-
ration of elongation in the presence of CP. CLIP-
170 is part of a mechanism that enables growing
MT plus ends to trigger rapid assembly of actin
filaments in vitro, directly linking MT and actin
dynamics. This mechanism was consistent in a
physiological setting, where EB1 and CLIP-170
colocalized on MT plus ends, as well as with pre-
vious reports that growing MT plus ends survey
the actin-rich cortex (10) and that ~10% of mDia1
puncta in cells colocalize with MT plus ends (32).
In neurons, CLIP-170 interactions with formins
were required for proper dendritic branching.
Similar mechanisms may explain the colocalization
and cofunctioning of CLIP-170 andmDia1 in phago-
cytic cup formation (5) and reduced actin-based
protrusive activity in neuronal growth cones after
CLIP-170 silencing (18, 19, 35, 36).
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GENE EVOLUTION

Coregulation of tandem duplicate
genes slows evolution of
subfunctionalization in mammals
Xun Lan1,3* and Jonathan K. Pritchard1,2,3*

Gene duplication is a fundamental process in genome evolution. However, most young
duplicates are degraded by loss-of-function mutations, and the factors that allow some
duplicate pairs to survive long-term remain controversial. One class of models to explain
duplicate retention invokes sub- or neofunctionalization, whereas others focus on sharing
of gene dosage. RNA-sequencing data from 46 human and 26 mouse tissues indicate
that subfunctionalization of expression evolves slowly and is rare among duplicates that
arose within the placental mammals, possibly because tandem duplicates are coregulated
by shared genomic elements. Instead, consistent with the dosage-sharing hypothesis,
most young duplicates are down-regulated to match expression levels of single-copy
genes. Thus, dosage sharing of expression allows for the initial survival of mammalian
duplicates, followed by slower functional adaptation enabling long-term preservation.

G
ene duplications are a major source of
new genes and ultimately of new bio-
logical functions (1). However, recently
arisen gene duplicates tend to be func-
tionally redundant and thus susceptible

to loss-of-function mutations that degrade one
of the copies into a pseudogene. The average
half-life of new primate duplicates has been es-
timated at just 4 million years (2). This raises the
question of what evolutionary forces govern the
persistence of young duplicates.
Various models have been proposed to under-

stand why some duplicate pairs do survive over
long evolutionary time scales (3). Dosage-balance
models focus on the importance of maintaining
correct stoichiometric ratios in gene expression
between different genes (4–6) and likely explain

how gene copies are maintained after whole-
genome duplication (WGD), because subsequent
gene losses would disrupt dosage balance (6, 7).
Alternatively, functional partitioning of dupli-

cates can occur, either by neofunctionalization
(one copy gains new functions) or subfunction-
alization (the copies divide the ancestral functions
between them). The duplication-degeneration-
complementation (DDC) model proposes that
complementary degeneration of regulatory ele-
ments causes the two copies to be expressed in
different tissues, such that both copies are re-
quired to provide the overall expression of the
ancestral gene (8). Similarly, neofunctionaliza-
tion of expression could lead to one gene copy
gaining function in a tissue where the parent
gene was not expressed. Functional divergence
may also occur at the protein level (9), but this is
thought to be a slow process, with initial diver-
gence more often occurring through changes in
gene regulation (10).
It is currently unclear which factors are most

important for long-term survival of gene duplica-
tions in mammals, where most duplications arise
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Accelerated actin filament polymerization from microtubule plus ends
Jessica L. Henty-Ridilla, Aneliya Rankova, Julian A. Eskin, Katelyn Kenny and Bruce L. Goode
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 (6288), 1004-1009.352Science 
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directly control the actin assembly machinery and actin filament dynamics.

toprotects the growing actin filament end (see the Perspective by Rottner). Thus, growing microtubules appear to be able 
 found that a component of the microtubule cytoskeleton accelerates actin filament elongation andet al.Henty-Ridilla 

cytokinesis, and embryogenesis. However, the basis for cross-regulation of cytoskeleton dynamics is unclear. 
Coordination between actin and microtubule cytoskeleton dynamics is critical during cell migration, phagocytosis,
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